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    Discover our car tyre range




    





    The right tyres for maximum safety
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            Continental continues its long tradition of innovation with new tyre tech.
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            The best SUV tyres for city living and weekend adventures
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    View our multi-award winning tyre
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    Why Continental?




    





    We care about tyres, so you don't have to
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                Automotive expertise
            


            From autonomous driving to e-mobility to sustainability, discover how Continental goes beyond tyres and helps shape the landscape for our future cars.
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                German Engineering
            


            German engineers are famous for diligence, precision and efficiency, the same values that stand behind Continental's past and present innovations.
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                Original equipment
            


            Continental develops the ideal tyre for every third car made in Europe. With our Original Equipment, you're part of the world's largest safety community.
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    Our tyre technologies




    





    The best driving experience possible, with the most advanced tyre technology available
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                ContiSeal™
            


            A tire puncture means being stranded. Unless it doesn’t. ContiSeal™ tire technology fixes 80% of tire damage.
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                ContiSilent™ 
            


            ContiSilent™ is a tire noise-reducing technology developed by Continental.
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                Runflat tyres
            


            Tyre damage means missing their big moment.  Unless it doesn’t. Self supporting runflat tyres keep rolling,  so you can arrive safely.
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    Just ask.




    





    We are happy to answer all your questions and support you with our tyre expertise.
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